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Abstract. The fashion, textile, and clothing industry is a main con-

stituent in Hong Kong. In this industry, handling a large amount of

images is an important task in various phases, for example, the design-

ing, sourcing, and merchandising phase. We develop an image database

system called, Montage for managing and retrieving these visual infor-

mation e�ciently and e�ectively. Montage is an image database support-

ing content-based retrieval by color histogram, sketch, texture, and shape.

One important feature of Montage is the Open Architecture design which

makes the system extensible, customizible, and exible. There are two as-
pects of this open architecture design: (1) Open DataBase Connectivity

(ODBC) and (2) plug-in framework which we will discuss in more details.

Moreover, we describe an experimental Java system enabling internet ac-
cess to Montage. In the paper, we also present an experiment to evaluate

the performance of several query methods.

1 Introduction

The fashion, textile, and clothing industry is a main constituent in Hong Kong's

manufacturing sector which is one of the largest employers in Hong Kong. In

this industry, handling a large number of images is an important issue in various

phases such as the designing, sourcing, and merchandising phase. For example,

fashion designers often refer to previous designs froma large collection of designer

sketches when creating new designs; consumers and retailers have to purchase

apparel merchandise from catalogs.

In the past, we use traditional databases to handle images. These databases

use keywords for image retrieval which poses di�culties for the end users without

special training. First, di�erent users may use di�erent words to describe an

image. Second, even when a standardized vocabulary is used, it is still hard to

depict the image clearly and precisely.

In order to manage such a large amount of images e�ciently and easily, image

databases [4, 1, 5] are emerged. These databases support content-based retrieval

which lets us retrieve images by image content. By using visual information, we

can describe images more accurately and easily.

We develop an image database system namedMontage for the fashion, textile,

and clothing industry in Hong Kong on the Windows NT and Windows 95

platforms. The goals of the system are:



{ Open Architecture Design: Open architecture allows users to customize or

extend the system to their own needs. Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC)

and plug-in framework are the two main aspects in the design.

{ Internet Solution: An experimental Java system enables internet access to

Montage. The system becomes platform independent by using Java applet

programming. Moreover, users from all over the world may retrieve images

in the server database.

{ Content-Based Retrieval: Montage supports content-based image retrieval by

using color histogram, sketch, texture, and shape. Users can retrieve images

easily and e�ciently in the system by using image content.

In the rest of this paper, we discuss the system architecture and the internet

solution of Montage in Section 2 and Section 3 respectively. Section 4 describes

the details of the query methods. Section 5 shows how to use classi�cation trees

to pre-organize the images. We present an performance experiment on the query

methods in Section 6. In section 7, we discuss some possible applications of

Montage for the industry. A conclusion is drawn in Section 8.

2 System Architecture

Montage uses an open architecture system design. It contains three main lay-

ers: Core Layer, Extension Layer, and Application Layer. Each layer consists of

di�erent modules as shown in Fig. 1(a). First, the core layer contains all the

necessary components of the system for basic image processing and retrieval.

Second, the extension layer contains modules for system customization. Third,

application programs can be built on top of the system in the application layer.

2.1 Catalog Module

Catalog module is responsible for database manipulation such as creating new

catalog, inserting images into a catalog, and retrieving images from a catalog.

It uses a master �le to store all the records of an image catalog. Moreover, the

master �le also keeps the header information of the �le of the thumbnail images

extracted from the database images for later display.

2.2 Image Processing Module

Image processing module is responsible for the image processing operations for

the system. It provides basic image processing functions such as image transfor-

mation, �ltering, resizing, color adjustment, 2D object drawing, and the object-

oriented operations. With these functions, users can edit images stored in the

database and create new images.
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Fig. 1. (a) The system architecture. (b) Image editing and image browsing.

2.3 Global Manager

Global manager communicates with the main modules of the system. It is in

charge of global resource management. It also takes part in the plug-in framework

of the system. The main tasks of global manager are: (1) keeping the global status

of the system such as current foreground color, (2) managing the global utilities

such as MeasureUnit, (3) supplying global user interface such as tool boxes and

color palettes, and (4) providing a plug-in host environment.

2.4 ODBC driver and the ODBC-compliant Database

Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) is a uniform interface standard used to

access ODBC-compliant databases. By using a speci�c ODBC driver, ODBC-

compliant databases can be accessed by the same set of ODBC calls.

In Montage, we use an ODBC-compliant commercial database for alphanu-

meric data manipulation.We use ODBC to access the database which is used for

non-image related processing and image query by keywords. ODBC is useful for

the users who already have their own databases to manage image data. By using

ODBC, those users can retain all the data in our system and are able to retrieve

images by features. Moreover, our system gains a set of text-related operations.

In short, Montage complements other ODBC-compliant databases.

2.5 Plug-in Host and Plug-in Modules

We use a plug-in framework to make Montage extensible, maintainable, and

exible. The plug-in framework has two main components: Plug-in Host and

Plug-in Modules. We can enhance or customize the system by means of plug-in

modules. Plug-in host is used to provide the necessary system interfaces for the

plug-in modules to interact with Montage.

Montage supports two main kinds of plug-ins :



{ Photoshop Plug-ins : Many Photoshop plug-ins can be found on the market

and they provide various image processing functions. We can enhance the

image processing module by adding these plug-ins to Montage. As a result,

we can reduce the functionality of the image processing module and leave

most of the operations to plug-ins. Hence, the system becomes more exible.

{ Searching Plug-ins : A searching plug-in corresponds to an image searching

method (see Section 4 for details). By adding searching plug-ins, new search-

ing methods can be used by the system. Basically, each searching plug-in is

in charge of the following tasks:

� Extracting feature: When a new image is inserted into the database, the

catalog module calls all the loaded searching plug-ins to extract speci�c

features from the image for later retrieval.

� Indexing: In order to reduce access time and narrow down the search

space in image searching, di�erent indexing methods such as R-tree [3]

are used in di�erent searching plug-ins.

� Searching images: The searching plug-in calculates search keys for the

queries of the searching method. It compare the features of the images in

the database with the search keys to produce the results of the queries.

� Providing user interface: Each searching plug-in provides the user inter-

face to specify queries for the searching method (see Fig. 2).

2.6 An Application Program

There is an application program built in the application layer. Basically, it tightly

integrates two sub-programs: Image Catalog and Image Editor. Image catalog

provides a user-friendly interface to access the image database whereas image

editor allows users to modify images in the database and create new images.

Using this application program, users can browse and edit images at the same

time (see Fig. 1(b)). This feature is very essential. For example, fashion designers

can refer to the previous designs while they are creating new designs.

3 Internet Solution

The Internet is growing rapidly in recent years and has become one of the best

ways for people to communicate around the world. Hence, it is essential to make

Montage internet accessible.

Apart from the main system described in Section 2, we are prototyping an

experimental Java system to enable internet access to Montage. By using Java

applets, the system becomes platform independent. In the experimental system,

the searching engine and the image database are located at the server side.

Users from the client sides may use Java-compliant WWW browsers to execute

the Java applets and specify queries for remote image retrievals. The queries are

then sent to the server for processing and the results are returned and displayed

on the browsers.



4 Query by Image Contents

4.1 Query-by-Color-Histogram

Query-by-color-histogramuses the global color distribution of an image for image

retrieval (see Fig. 2(a)). We make use of RGB and Hue values of the pixels to

calculate a 46-bucket color histogram for each image in the database. Then, the

histogram will be indexed by R-tree. After pre-processing all the images, we can

specify a query image and perform nearest-neighbor search to �nd images with

overall color distribution similar to the query image.

4.2 Query-by-Sketch

The query-by-sketch method makes use of the regionalized color information

of the images for retrieval. For each image in the database, we �rst partition

the image into 400 non-overlapping (20 � 20) same-size partitions. Then, we

quantize the RGB color space evenly from 16.7 million to 4096 colors. We �nd

the modes Rm, Gm, Bm, and a Hue value calculated from the three modes for

each partition. An 1,600 feature vector is then formed by collecting the modes

and the Hue values from all the partitions of the image.

A sketch pad is used to specify sketch queries as shown in Fig. 2(b). Based

on the color assigned to each cell, we calculate a key feature vector for an query

according to the method mentioned in last paragraph. We then compare the key

feature vector with the feature vectors of the images in the database to �nd out

the result of the query.

4.3 Query-by-Texture

The query-by-texture method uses statistical methods to compute textural fea-

tures for texture matching (see Fig. 2(c)). For each image in the database, we

�rst quantized the intensity space to 16 gray levels. Then, we compute six fea-

tures: smoothness SM , angular second moment ASM , contrastCON , correlation

COR, inverse element di�erence moment IEDM , and entropy EN form the im-

age [6, 2]. Based on the six values, we calculate a representative feature value F

for the image by the formulaF = �1 �SM+�2 �ASM+�3 �CON+�4 �COR+�5 �

IEDM + �6 � EN where �1; :::; �6 are the pre-de�ned weighting factors. Given

a query texture, its extracted feature value will compare to the feature values of

the images in the database. Images having smaller di�erences in feature values

are selected as the result of the query.

4.4 Query-by-Shape

The query-by-shape method uses the shape information in an image for retrieval

(see Fig. 2(d)). For each image, the method uses the user-speci�ed boundary

points of the shapes in the image to calculate a feature vector by using Fast

Fourier Transform. A user may then draw a polygon as an query to �nd the

images with shapes similar to the query polygon.
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Fig. 2. (a) Query by color histogram. (b) Query by sketch. (c) Query by texture. (d)

Query by shape.

5 Classi�cation Tree

One way to allow users to pre-organize the image information is the use of clas-

si�cation trees (see Fig. 3(a)). Each image catalog keeps a classi�cation tree for

image classi�cation. A classi�cation tree is a hierarchy of image classes. Every

image in the catalog belongs to one or more user-de�ned classes. With the clas-

si�cation tree, images retrieval become more e�cient. If we want to �nd some

images belonging to certain classes, we can �rst specify the classes in the classi�-

cation tree in order to reduce the search space. Searching can then be performed

on a smaller database to obtain an accurate result faster.

6 Performance Experiment

We present an experiment on Montage to evaluate the performance of several

query methods on a fabric database. It was conducted on a 32M-RAM Pentium-

100 PC using the Windows 95 operating system. We used two performance
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Fig. 3. (a) A classi�cation tree. (b) Recall and Precision results of the experiment.

measures, namely Recall and Precision, to evaluate the accuracy of the query

methods for image retrieval. These measures are given by :

Recall =
Number of target images retrieved

Number of target images
(1)

Precision =
Number of target images retrieved

Number of images retrieved
(2)

We used a database of 100 fabric images to evaluate the performance of

three query methods: query-by-texture, query-by-color-histogram, and query-

by-sketch for texture searching. We did not test the query-by-shape method

because it was obviously not suitable for this kind of database. All the images

were in GIF format with 128 � 128 pixels. We tested the methods to retrieve 8

pre-selected target fabric images. In the experiment, we selected one of the target

images as the query for the �rst two query methods. Based on this target image,

we speci�ed a sketch query for query-by-sketch. It took 130 seconds to pre-

processing the 100 images. Their Recall and Precision performance was shown

in Fig. 3(b).

For an ideal case, the precision would be 1 for every recall. For recall val-

ues over 0.5, both query-by-color-histogram and query-by-sketch have precision

values less than 0.4. Therefore, they are not good for texture searching. For

query-by-texture, we can see that the precision is up to 0.8 even for high recall

values. Hence, it was a good method for locating similar fabric images.

We did similar experiments on di�erent kinds of databases and found that

di�erent query methods are good in di�erent cases. Therefore, Montage included

the four query methods for di�erent applications and users.

7 Applications

Montage is a content-based image retrieval database and it is potentially useful

for the fashion, textile, and clothing industry. Two possible applications are:



{ O�ce Automation: Companies may manipulate and manage their visual in-

formation in electronic format rather than in hard copy format. In the fashion

industry, for example, fashion designers may store their previous designs in

Montage so that they may refer to these designs quickly and easily. Moreover,

they may create new designs at the same time.

{ Global Sourcing: Global sourcing is an important issue in the textile and

apparel industry. Manufacturers often need to �nd di�erent suppliers from a

large printed catalog for di�erent resources used in the manufacturing phase.

Using Montage to organize the suppliers' information, manufacturers can

make use of the graphical interface to specify queries for e�ective retrievals.

8 Conclusion

We have developed an image database system called, Montage for the fashion,

textile, and clothing industry in Hong Kong. It supports content-based retrieval

by color histogram, sketch, texture, and shape. The system provides an open ar-

chitecture for the third-party developers by means of ODBC and plug-in frame-

work. We have also implemented an experimental Java system for internet access

to Montage. With these features, Montage is potentially useful for the industry.
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